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Abstract

further aggravated by the large number of existing lexical semantics evaluation benchmarks being constructed by the research community. For
example, to the best of our knowledge, for evaluating word similarity between a given pair of words,
there are currently at least 10 existing benchmarks1 that are being used by researchers to prove
the effectiveness of their word vectors.
In this paper we describe an online application
that provides the following utilities:

Vector space word representations are useful for many natural language processing applications. The diversity of techniques for computing vector representations and the large number of evaluation
benchmarks makes reliable comparison a
tedious task both for researchers developing new vector space models and for
those wishing to use them. We present
a website and suite of offline tools that
that facilitate evaluation of word vectors
on standard lexical semantics benchmarks
and permit exchange and archival by users
who wish to find good vectors for their
applications. The system is accessible at:
www.wordvectors.org.
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• Access to a suite of word similarity evaluation benchmarks
• Evaluation of user computed word vectors
• Visualizing word vectors in R2
• Evaluation and comparison of the available
open-source vectors on the suite

Introduction

Data-driven learning of vector-space word embeddings that capture lexico-semantic properties is
a technique of central importance in natural language processing. Using co-occurrence statistics
from a large corpus of text (Deerwester et al.,
1990; Turney and Pantel, 2010), it is possible
to construct high-quality semantic vectors — as
judged by both correlations with human judgements of semantic relatedness (Turney, 2006;
Agirre et al., 2009) and as features for downstream applications (Turian et al., 2010). A number of approaches that use the internal representations from models of word sequences (Collobert
and Weston, 2008) or continuous bags-of-context
wordsets (Mikolov et al., 2013) to arrive at vector
representations have also been shown to likewise
capture co-occurrence tendencies and meanings.
With an overwhelming number of techniques
to obtain word vector representations the task of
comparison and choosing the vectors best suitable
for a particular task becomes difficult. This is

• Submission of user vectors for exhaustive offline evaluation and leader board ranking
• Publicly available repository of word vectors
with performance details
Availability of such an evaluation system will
help in enabling better consistency and uniformity
in evaluation of word vector representations as
well as provide an easy to use interface for endusers in a similar spirit to Socher et al. (2013a),
a website for text classification.2 Apart from the
online demo version, we also provide a software
that can be run in an offline mode on the command
line. Both the online and offline tools will be kept
updated with continuous addition of new relevant
tasks and vectors.
1
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mark (Rare-Word)9 that contains rare-words by
sampling words from different frequency bins to a
total of 2034 word pairs.
We calculate similarity between a given pair
of words by the cosine similarity between their
corresponding vector representation. We then report Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Myers and Well, 1995) between the rankings produced by our model against the human rankings.

Word Similarity Benchmarks

We evaluate our word representations on 10 different benchmarks that have been widely used to
measure word similarity. The first one is the WS3533 dataset (Finkelstein et al., 2001) containing
353 pairs of English words that have been assigned
similarity ratings by humans. This data was further divided into two fragments by Agirre et al.
(2009) who claimed that similarity (WS-SIM) and
relatedness (WS-REL)4 are two different kinds
of relations and should be dealt with separately.
The fourth and fifth benchmarks are the RG-65
(Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965) and the MC30 (Miller and Charles, 1991) datasets that contain
65 and 30 pairs of nouns respectively and have
been given similarity rankings by humans. These
differ from WS-353 in that it contains only nouns
whereas the former contains all kinds of words.
The sixth benchmark is the MTurk-2875
(Radinsky et al., 2011) dataset that constitutes 287
pairs of words and is different from the previous benchmarks in that it has been constructed
by crowdsourcing the human similarity ratings
using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Similar in spirit is the MTruk-7716 (Halawi et al.,
2012) dataset that contains 771 word pairs whose
similarity was crowdsourced from AMT. Another, AMT created dataset is the MEN7 benchmark (Bruni et al., 2012) that consists of 3000
word pairs, randomly selected from words that
occur at least 700 times in the freely available
ukWaC and Wackypedia8 corpora combined.
The next two benchmarks were created to put
emphasis on different kinds of word types. To
specifically emphasize on verbs, Yang and Powers (2006) created a new benchmark YP-130 of
130 verb pairs with human similarity judgements.
Since, most of the earlier discussed datasets contain word pairs that are relatively more frequent in
a corpus, Luong et al. (2013) create a new bench-

Multilingual Benchmarks. As is the case with
most NLP problems, the lexical semantics evaluation benchmarks for languages other than English
have been limited. Currently, we provide a link
to some of these evaluation benchmarks from our
website and in future will expand the website to
encompass vector evaluation for other languages.
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Visualization

The existing benchmarks provide ways of vector
evaluation in a quantitative setting. To get an idea
of what kind of information the vectors encode it is
important to see how these vectors represent words
in n-dimensional space, where n is the length
of the vector. Visualization of high-dimensional
data is an important problem in many different domains, and deals with data of widely varying dimensionality. Over the last few decades, a variety
of techniques for the visualization of such highdimensional data have been proposed (de Oliveira
and Levkowitz, 2003).
Since visualization in n dimensions is hard
when n >= 3, we use the t-SNE (van der Maaten
and Hinton, 2008) tool10 to project our vectors into
R2 . t-SNE converts high dimensional data set into
a matrix of pairwise similarities between individual elements and then provides a way to visualize these distances in a way which is capable of
capturing much of the local structure of the highdimensional data very well, while also revealing
global structure such as the presence of clusters at
several scales.
In the demo system, we give the user an option
to input words that they need to visualize which
are fed to the t-SNE tool and the produced images
are shown to the user on the webpage. These images can then be downloaded and used. We have
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http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/˜lmthang/
morphoNLM/
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t-SNE_files/tsne_python.zip
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Figure 1: Antonyms (red) and synonyms (green) of beautiful represented by Faruqui and Dyer (2014)
(left) and Huang et al. (2012) (right).
Metaoptimize. These word embeddings 11 have
been trained in (Turian et al., 2010) using a neural network language model and were shown to
be useful for named entity recognition (NER) and
phrase chunking.

included two datasets by default which exhibit different properties of the language:
• Antonyms and synonyms of beautiful
• Common male-female nouns and pronouns

SENNA. It is a software12 which outputs a host
of predictions: part-of-speech (POS) tags, chunking, NER etc (Collobert et al., 2011). The software uses neural word embeddings trained over
Wikipedia data for over 2 months.

In the first plot, ideally the antonyms (ugly,
hideous, . . . ) and synonyms (pretty, gorgeous,
. . . ) of beautiful should form two separate clusters in the plot. Figure 1 shows the plots of the
antonyms and synonyms of the word beautiful for
two available embeddings. The second default
word plot is the gender data set, every word in
which has a male and a female counterpart (ex.
grandmother and grandfather), this data set exhibits both local and global properties. Locally,
the male and female counterparts should occur in
pairs together and globally there should be two
separate clusters of male and female.

4
4.1

RNNLM. The recurrent neural network language modeling toolkit13 comes with some
pre-trained embeddings on broadcast news
data (Mikolov et al., 2011).
Global Context. Huang et al. (2012) present a
model to incorporate document level information
into embeddings to generate semantically more informed word vector representations. These embeddings14 capture both local and global context
of the words.

Word Vector Representations

Skip-Gram. This model is a neural network language model except for that it does not have a
hidden layer and instead of predicting the target
word, it predicts the context given the target word
(Mikolov et al., 2013). These embeddings are
much faster to train15 than the other neural embeddings.

Pre-trained Vectors

We haves collected several standard pre-trained
word vector representations freely available for research purposes and provide a utility for the user
to test them on the suite of benchmarks, as well
as try out the visualization functionality. The user
can also choose the option to choose two different
types of word vectors and compare their performance on the benchmarks. We will keep adding
word vectors on the website as and when they are
released. The following word vectors have been
included in our collection:

11

http://metaoptimize.com/projects/
wordreprs/
12
http://ronan.collobert.com/senna/
13
http://rnnlm.org/
14
http://nlp.stanford.edu/˜socherr/
ACL2012_wordVectorsTextFile.zip
15
https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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Figure 2: Vector selection interface (right) of the demo system.
Multilingual. Faruqui and Dyer (2014) propose
a method based on canonical correlation analysis to produce more informed monolingual vectors using multilingual knowledge. Their method
is shown to perform well for both neural embeddings and LSA (Deerwester et al., 1990) based
vectors.16
4.2

5.1

Syntactic & semantic relations. Mikolov et al.
(2013) present a new semantic and syntactic relation dataset composed of analogous word pairs
of size 8869 and 10675 pairs resp.. It contains
pairs of tuples of word relations that follow a common relation. For example, in England : London :: France : Paris, the two given pairs of words
follow the country-capital relation. We use the
vector offset method (Mikolov et al., 2013) to
compute the missing word in these relations. This
is non-trivial |V |-way classification task where V
is the size of the vocabulary.

User-created Vectors

Our demo system provides the user an option to
upload their word vectors to perform evaluation
and visualization. However, since the size of the
word vector file will be huge due to a lot of infrequent words that are not useful for evaluation,
we give an option to filter the word vectors file
to only include the words required for evaluation.
The script and the vocabulary file can be found on
the website online.

5

Offline Evaluation

Sentence Completion. The Microsoft Research
sentence completion dataset contains 1040 sentences from each of which one word has been removed. The task is to correctly predict the missing word from a given list of 5 other words per
sentence. We average
PNthe word vectors of a given
sentence qsent =
i=1,i6=j qwi /N , where wj is
the missing word and compute the cosine similarity of qsent vector with each of the options. The
word with the highest similarity is chosen as the
missing word placeholder.

Offline Evaluation & Public Access

We provide an online portal where researchers can
upload their vectors which are then be evaluated
on a variety of NLP tasks and then placed on the
leader board.17 The motivation behind creating
such a portal is to make it easier for a user to select the kind of vector representation that is most
suitable for their task. In this scenario, instead of
asking the uploader to filter their word vectors for
a small vocabulary, they will be requested to upload their vectors for the entire vocabulary.

Sentiment Analysis Socher et al. (2013b) have
created a treebank which contains sentences annotated with fine-grained sentiment labels on both
the phrase and sentence level. They show that
compositional vector space models can be used
to predict sentiment at these levels with high accuracy. The coarse-grained treebank, containing
only positive and negative classes has been split
into training, development and test datasets con-

16

http://cs.cmu.edu/˜mfaruqui/soft.html
We provide an initial list of some such tasks to which we
will later add more tasks as they are developed.
17
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the command line version showing word similarity evaluation.
taining 6920, 872 and 1821 sentences respectively.
We train a logistic regression classifier with L2
regularization on the average of the word vectors
of a given sentence to predict the coarse-grained
sentiment tag at the sentence level.

vectors and give it a position in the leader board
with proper citation to the publications/softwares.

6

In this paper we have presented a demo system that
supports rapid and consistent evaluation of word
vector representations on a variety of tasks, visualization with an easy-to-use web interface and exchange and comparison of different word vector
representations. The system also provides access
to a suite of evaluation benchmarks both for English and other languages. The functionalities of
the system are aimed at: (1) Being a portal for
systematic evaluation of lexical semantics tasks
that heavily rely on word vector representation, (2)
Making it easier for an end-user to choose the most
suitable vector representation schema.

TOEFL Synonyms. These are a set of 80 questions compiled by Landauer and Dutnais (1997),
where a given word needs to be matched to its
closest synonym from 4 given options. A number of systems have reported their results on this
dataset.18 We use cosine similarity to identify the
closest synonym.
5.2

Offline Software

Along with the web demo system we are making
available a software which can be downloaded and
be used for evaluation of vector representations offline on all the benchmarks listed above. Since, we
cannot distribute the evaluation benchmarks along
with the software because of licensing issues, we
would give links to the resources which should be
downloaded prior to using the software. This software can be run on a command line interface. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of word similarity evaluation using the software.
5.3

Conclusion
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